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Chhatrapati Shahuji Maharaj University welcomed the ‘CYCLE YATRA’ travelling from BHU 

Varanshi to Rajghat New Delhi. This “Yatra” is  organised by the National Social Services   to 

support  the  Amrit Mahastov organised by the Ministry of Culture, Government of India on the 

eve of 75th year of our Independence. During the journey the NSS Cyclist intend to Create 

awareness among the youth about the  Local Braveheart’s of  Indian freedom Struggle in all 

college and Universities. The Cycle Yatra had began from 17th OcT and continue  till  3rd 

November 2021.  

The chief Guest for welcoming the Cycle Yatra in the University was State Education Minister 

Mrs Neelima Katiyar. Along with that, NSS coordiator Dr. KN Mishra , CDC Dr R.K.Dwivedi. 

and Volunteer of NSS and Student of the University were also present to host the cycling party. 

At the welcoming speech, the State minister expressed her views about this cyclist saying the 

they are not not just cyclist but as a ray hope and upliftment. She also said that Service of other 

other is an intergral part of the Indian culture and she also suuggeste that as Vivekanada Said- 

that people should give up Worshiping Idols and worship Mother India , We ought to start doing 

that as well, so the ill of the society can be eradicated. 

The Cycle yatra was lead by Prof Bala Lakwinder  of BHU, who told the that he has taken a 

resolution on International Day for the Eradication o f Poverty 17th Oct  to Work on the 

removing poverty from India He also wished to create awareness about all those local hero who 

had been forgotten with the time during the span of journey and also suggest that the voluntter of 

this yatra should meet as much youth as possible and inspire them to join the NSS to work for 

the society. He also pasied  CSJM university’s Efforts and cooperation to futher propagate the 

Visions of NSS. 

 The Conveyor of this event was NSS Coordinater  DR KN Mishra, and thanks of note was given 

by CDC Dr R.K Dwivedi.  

The BHU Student who were member of NSS Cycle Yatra were Rahul Kumar(Bihar), Suryabhan 

Singh(UP), NAvaneet Singh(UP), Nanish Kumar Sahu (Chaatishgarh), Shubham Kumar(Bihar), 
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Upendhu Kumar(Bihar), Manish Kumar pandey( Jharkand), Nitish Kumar Suman (Bihar), 

Abhishek Kumar( UP), DivyaKumar  Pathak, Tushar Mohan( Bihar)   

 


